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This study was designed to survey the 239 Class AAAA

high schools in Texas from 1968 to 1975. The purpose of the

study was to determine the difference in the number of wins

of non-triple option and triple option teams. A Tukey t

test was computed on the data received from the Class AAAA

schools to determine if a significant difference existed.

Computation of data revealed that in no year was there a

significant difference in the number of wins of non-triple

option and triple option teams. The conclusion of this

investigation is the type of offensive football formation

does not significantly affect the prospects of winning or

losing games.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In 1964 Bill Yeoman at the University of Houston un-

veiled a new type of offense - "the triple option." This

offense relied on the ability of the quarterback to deter-

mine the point of attack by reading defensive alignment and

reaction. Dyer explains:

The basic purpose of the triple option is to isolate
both the handoff and the outside keys on the line of
scrimmage while forcing the secondary to play pass
instead of run. This will put the defense in a real
bind and give the initiative to the offense (7, p. 13).

Houston executed this offense from a two-running-back

set called the "veer" and enjoyed great success with the

triple option. Yeoman refers to their offense: "Our entire

basic offense running and throwing is built around the play

as we call the 'Houston Option.' We feel it puts a tre-

mendous strain on the defense and over the past three years

has proven to be very effective (14, p. 40)." Yeoman's

Cougar teams had led the nation in total offense for the

past two seasons averaging more than 430 yards per game each

year (14, p. 42).

Houston received national attention for the offensive

records they compiled and also for their innovation of a new
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weapon. McMurray relates: "The triple option added a

dimension to football that possibly could be considered

second only to the forward pass (9, p. 52)."

In 1968 at the University of Texas, Darrell Royal

introduced the "Wishbone T." Feldman points out: "As a

result of the excellent success they achieved with this

concept of the triple option, many other schools and colleges

have gone to a wishbone attack (8, p. 22)." This offensive

formation executed the triple option from a three-running-

back formation. The use of three running backs in the

option may be an advantage to the wishbone. Rodgers and

Smith explain: "Having three backs for faking purposes is

of some value to an option play that gives the defense no

clue as to where the ball is going (11, p. 18)."

The University of Texas enjoyed two undefeated seasons

in 1969 and 1970 and brought even more acclaim to the triple

option. Cason states: "Now that Coach Royal has brought

the Monnig (Wishbone T) to the attention of coaches all over

the nation, I sincerely hope that other teams can have the

same success (5, p. 43)."

The success that the Universities of Texas and Houston

enjoyed had a profound effect on football throughout the

country. College and high school football teams began to

change to triple option type of formations in great numbers.

Byers has stated:
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How can the triple option be stopped? This question
will be asked by many defensive coaches because it is
probably one of the most popular plays in college
football. The Universities of Texas and Houston have
had fantastic success with this play. Coach Bill
Yeoman of the University of Houston stated that his
team made over 560 yards a game using the play. This
is a tremendous offensive record, and if the usual
trend runs true to form, many college and high school
football teams will be running the triple option next
fall (4, p. 26).

High school football teams are perenially run-oriented

and this may account for the popularity the triple option

had with high school teams. Beck relates: "With the

evolution of the fast-striking and deceptive triple option,

the wishbone formation proved its adaptability to the coach

who is run-oriented (2, p. 14)."

Until the advent of the triple option, modern offensive

football formations consisted of what has been called power

formations. There are an infinite number of non-triple

option formations all of which rely on the blocking of

defensive personnel to advance the ball rather than attempting

to analyze the defensive reaction in order to advance the

ball.

The purpose of this study was to determine the extent

to which Class AAAA High Schools in Texas changed to the

triple option formation and also to determine which type of

formation enjoyed the greatest number of wins - triple

option or non-triple option formations.
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Statement of the Problem

This study investigated the trend and won-loss record

of offensive football formations in Class AAAA Texas High

Schools from 1968 - 1975.

Purposes of Study

The purposes of this study were as follows:

1. To determine the number of teams that changed to a

triple option type offensive formation from a non-triple

option type formation from 1968 - 1975, inclusive;

2. To determine for each year and cumulatively for all

years which teams had a larger number of wins, those using a

triple option type formation or those using a non-triple

option type formation;

3. To determine whether or not teams that changed from

a non-triple option type formation to a triple option type

formation altered their number of wins significantly.

Hypothesis

The hypotheses under investigation for this study

follow.

Hypothesis Number One

There will be no significant difference in the number

of wins by teams employing triple option type formations

and by teams employing non-triple option type formations.
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Hypothesis Number Two

Teams that changed from a non-triple option formation

to a triple option formation will not experience a signif-

icant change in number of wins.

Definition of Terms

1. Trie Option Formation - a type of offense that

determines the point of attack after the ball is snapped by

reading defensive reaction.

2. Veer - a type of triple option formation that

utilizes two running backs.

3. Wishbone - a type of triple option formation that

utilizes three running backs.

4. Non-Triple Option Formation - a type of offensive

formation which is designed to block defensive personnel in

order to advance the ball rather than read their reaction.

Non-triple option formations are also referred to as power

formations and may utilize one, two, three or four running

backs.

Limitations of the Study

This study was limited to a survey of the 239 Class

AAAA High Schools in Texas in the years 1968 - 1975.
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Probable Values of the Study

The value of this study is to provide information to

coaches concerning which type of offensive formation, triple

option or non-triple option, proved most effective in terms

of the number of wins from 1968 - 1975.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

An extensive review of related literature revealed no

studies directly related to trends and winning success of

triple option and non-triple option offensive football

formations in Texas high schools. Therefore, most of the

literature reviewed is allied literature concerning the

advantages of using a triple option or non-triple option

offensive formation as well as the mechanics of the two

types of offense.

Non-Triple Option Formations

Non-triple option formations are commonly referred to

as power formations. Power formations attempt to advance

the ball by blocking defensive personnel and forcefully

removing them from the point of attack. There are many

types of power formations, but all attempt to accomplish the

same objective, as explained by Tallman: "There are numerous

types and styles of power plays. The basic reason is that

formations make a play and its series look different.

However, most power plays and their sequence of plays are

approximately the same with little difference (18, p. 53)."

8
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Simonton reflects the style of play common to power

formation teams by stating,

Straight ahead dive plays with the halfback or fullback

require little else but straight ahead power blocking

by two or three linemen at the point of attack to be

successful. Also these plays rarely, if ever, lose
yardage (15, p. 152).

The power offenses that were the most proliferate

during the time period 1968 - 1975 were the "Wing T" and the

"I" formation. Of these two offenses the "I" was much more

common as expressed by Huber: "The 'I' formation is here to

stay. This offensive weapon is one of the most successful

formations in use at the present time by both college and

high school football teams (9, p. 92)." Also, Nitchman

generalized the type of formations that were principally

being used around the country on all levels. He stated,

"Statistics show that during the 1968 football season a much

more wide open game was played than had been used in some

time. Most teams included some version of the 'I' in their

of f ensive repertoires (12, p. 10) . "

Kramer in his book exalts the consistency of the "I".

He stated, "During the fall of 1964 our offensive unit

rushed four hundred and thirty-nine times. Many of these

plays went for no gain but only on one occasion did our back

fail to reach the line of scrimmage before being tackled.

This is what we mean by consistency (10, p. 25)."
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Tallman mentions a favorite play employed from the "I"

formation: "A favorite off-tackle play today is employed

from the 'I' formation with a possibility of a guard pulling

(18, p. 58)."

Harlow discusses the power of the Wing T and the dilemma

it forces on defenses:

A team must overshift its defensive line, linebackers,
cornerbacks or defensive halfbacks to our slot side in

order to adjust and adequately defense the power side

of our offense, but once they have done this, they have
weakened themselves against counter plays coming back
to our balanced side (8, p. 40).

Worsley points out a favorite play from the Wing T used

at Mesa High School: "The prime requisite for a good

rushing offense is an off-tackle play. In the Power Offense

we feel that we have the best off-tackle play in high school

football (23, p. 52)."

Dooley, in discussing the Wing T, mentions the advan-

tages of using this formation with a slot:

The tight slot affords a balanced offense. Rather than

flanking a back, the slot back is used as a power

blocker first and then as a runner and a pass receiver.
For example the slotback double teams for the power

play off tackle, lead blocks on the linebacker on
isolation plays, cut blocks for the quarterback sprint-

outs, and blocks downfield on all other running plays

where he is not the ball-carrier or a key faking back
(3, p. 4).

Harlow mentions other advantages of the Wing T with

its adaptability to different personnel: "One of the out-

standing features of this offense, which adds power to our
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end sweeps and straight dives, is the latitude which the

coach has with use of his personnel (8, pp. 183-184)."

Gray and Tierney laud another power offense -- the

Double Wing Formation: "Our power series is the part of our

attack that the defense must halt or be in serious trouble.

Not only does it constitute the foundation of our offense it

also sets the fundamentals for the other series (7, p. 41)."

Bud Wilkinson discusses the T formation as an excellent

power offense. He states.

The basic T Formation is essentially another variation
of the Power 'I'. The tailback moves to the halfback
position, which puts him at' the same depth as the
fullback and the other halfback. The formation has
perfect balance on both sides, can quickly hit every
inside spot along the line of scrimmage and has great
deception, since any of the three backs may get the
ball (21, p. 80).

In summary of non-triple option formations, they can be

described as a myriad of formations with a variety of

deployments. The most common types of non-triple option

formations are the Wing T and "I" which, like all non-triple

option formations, operate on the principle of blocking

defensive personnel rather than reading their reaction.

Non-triple option formations have, as stated by Kramer,

developed a reputation as being deliberate and consistent

with a minimum of risks (10).

Triple Option Formations

The literature pertaining to the two triple option

formations, the veer and the wishbone, deals primarily with
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advantages of the triple option and mechanics of running

particular segments of the triple option. Literature of the

late sixties and early seventies deals mostly with the

strengths and advantages of the option while the more current

literature deals more with the mechanics of the triple

option.

Pepper Rodgers and Homer Smith refer to advantages of

the triple option in their book Installing Football's

Wishbone T Attack:

The point is that when an option play is made the basic
play, practice time will be invested in something that
can be employed from goalline to goalline.

Still another point supporting the proposition is
that the execution of an option play can be practiced
at close to full speed without the risk of injury that
always exists in scrimmage. Counting defenders, reacting
to cross charges, optioning ends, releasing deep,
faking - all that an option involves, except for the
inside running and blocking can be practiced at near
full speed without contact (14, p. 10).

Ford and Murphy discuss areas the triple option may

attack from the wishbone formation: "By nature the wishbone

option offense is balanced and can exploit the defense at

three critical points: 1. up the middle 2. off-tackle

3. outside (5, p. 18)."

Tallman, in discussing the triple option series, lists

other strengths of the option:

There are many strengths of the triple option attack.
The following are some of the thoughts and ideas behind
such an effective threat. 1. It is easy to learn and
understand for the offensive line. Blocking rules are
simple and not difficult to execute. 2. Since the
offensive attack has numerous plays at its disposal, it
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is the only series that has to be utilized by the
offense. 3. Only the defensive players inside of the
offensive tackle have to be blocked along the line of
scrimmage. 4. The other defensive players outside the
offensive tackle do not have to be forced or driven off
the line of scrimmage (18, p. 122).

Rice, in his book on the veer formations, points out

other advantages of the triple option:

The combination of straight-ahead running game and the
dropback pass presents the greatest problem a defense
can ever face. It is almost impossible for a defensive
front to stop a straight-ahead running game while
rushing the passer. If the defense prepares to stop
the triple, it cannot be successful rushing the passer
(13, p. 2).

Wade lauds the simplicity of the triple option in his

article: "Due to the fact that execution and adjustments

are simple, the wide option has been a successful play

(19, p. 74)."

More current literature deals with the mechanics of the

triple option such as Wilson's article concerning the

training of the wishbone quarterback. He explains: "Key

first man inside of the defensive end. If he does not take

fullback then leave the ball with FB. If he takes FB, pull

the ball out and go to the outside option (2:2, p. 16).1"

An article by Martin examines the importance of the

distance between the quarterback and the pitchman on the

outside option: "The pitch back is responsible for the

proper relationship between the quarterback and himself. At

the third option point, we want the relationship to be four

yards separation and two yards distance (11, p. 11)."
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Jim Wright discusses the mechanics of a counter-type

action for the triple option formation:

In our opinion, placing added pressure on the ends with
different action in the backfield helps on the counter
option. The points that are emphasized. in running the
counter option are: 1. Fake the diveback. 2. Position
the ball away from the line of scrimmage. 3. We use
the wrist-flick to pitch the ball with the thumb down.
4. The pitch man is out and away from the defensive end
(24, p. 27).

Goldsmith discusses the blocking patterns used in a

particular play from the veer formation:

Our counter play will be blocked using the base rule
whenever the defense allows us, and all changes in the
blocking scheme are adjustments in our base rule. Our
base rule is the numbering system used by many coaches -
our playside guard blocks #1 and our tackle blocks #2.
The center blocks #0 while the backside linemen seal
the pursuit (6, p. 16).

In summary of triple option formations, it may be said

that there are two types of triple option formations - the

wishbone and the veer. The wishbone utilizes three running

backs while the veer utilizes two. The two offenses operate

on the same basic principle: reading defensive reaction and

determining the point of attack from this reaction. The

veer is more conducive to passing since it utilizes only two

running backs while the wishbone is somewhat limited with

three running backs. Both types of formations have brought

winning success to their originators as well as to many

others who have switched to the veer or wishbone. Both

offenses rely on deception and meticulous ball-handling in
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their execution which requires a great deal of practice

time. Triple option formations are an evolution of non-

triple option formations and attempt to utilize particular

segments of non-triple option formations that have been

successful.

The literature concerning triple and non-triple option

formations aided this study by explaining the basic concept

and advantages of triple option and non-triple option for-

mations. With this literature a better distinction may be

drawn between these two types of offenses.
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CHAPTER III

PROCEDURES FOR DEVELOPMENT OF THE STUDY

Subjects

The problem of this study was to investigate the 239

Class AAAA High Schools in Texas in terms of their offensive

style of football in the years 1968 - 1975. Class AAAA

schools were selected instead of Classes B, A, AA and AAA

because coaches at Class AAAA Schools tend to remain in a

position a longer period of time. It was believed this fact

would aid in administration of the survey.

Test Instrument

The test instrument used in this study was an infor-

mation sheet constructed and designed to determine the type

of offensive formation, non-triple option or triple option,

used by each school along with the number of wins. A pilot

study was conducted using a similar information sheet to

survey 100 area high schools. Eighty-one of the information

sheets were returned. The data received from the information

sheets of the pilot study provided the information necessary

to adequately compare the wins of the two types of offensive

formations. (A copy of the information sheet may be found in

Appendix B.)

18
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Research Design

On February 10, 1977, 239 information sheets were

mailed to the Class AAAA schools in Texas. Along with the

information sheet was included a self-addressed stamped

envelope and a request in a cover letter (a copy of which

may be found in Appendix A) to return the information

sheet by March 8. A sixty per cent return of information

sheets was desired. One hundred and fifty-eight of the 239

information sheets were returned for a percentage return of

66.1 per cent. Since an adequate percentage of the infor-

mation sheets were returned after the first request, no

follow-up was conducted.

Treatment of Data

The data received from the information sheets were ad-

ministered several tests to compare the differences in

number of wins of triple option and non-triple option foot-

ball formations. Tests administered were to determine mean,

standard deviation, standard error of the mean, and Tukey's

t test of difference between means.

Purpose one of the study was to determine the number of

teams that changed from a non-triple option formation to a

triple option formation from 1968 - 1975. This was accomp-

lished by counting the number of teams that used a non-triple
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option formation in 1968 and the number of these teams 
that

had changed to a triple option formation in any year between

1968 - 1975.

Purpose two of the study was to determine for each year

which type offense had a significantly larger number of wins

at the .05 level of confidence. The mean number of wins of

both non-triple option and triple option teams was deter-

mined along with standard deviation, standard error of the

mean, numerical difference between means, and Tukey's t test

of difference between means. Following this, a comparison

was made between the total number of wins of non-triple

option and triple option teams using similar tests. 'Tukey's

t test result was used to test Hypothesis Number One that

the number of wins of non-triple option and triple option

formation teams was equal. These data computed were uncor-

related.

Purpose three of the study was to determine whether or

not teams that changed to a triple option formation improved

their number of wins significantly at the .05 level of

confidence. These data were first examined year by year

over all eight years. Following this, the winning records

of the teams that had changed to triple option formations

during the years 1968 - 1975 were studied. Their number of

wins using the triple option formation was compared to their
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number of wins using a non-triple option formation. Compu-

tations made were mean, standard deviation, standard error

of the mean, numerical difference between means and Tukey's

t test of difference between means. The Tukey t test result

was used to test Hypothesis Number Two that there was no

significant difference in the number of wins of teams that

changed from a non-triple option to a triple option formation.

These data computed were correlated data.
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CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS

This chapter includes an analysis and interpretation of

the findings on the Class AAAA schools surveyed. The t

values indicated were determined in order to examine dif-

ferences in the mean number of wins of triple option and

non-triple option offenses.

Table I, shown on the following page, indicates the

number of teams that ran either a triple option or a non-

triple option offense in each of the years 1968 - 1975.

In 1968 when triple option offenses reached national

acclaim only eleven of the teams surveyed used a triple

option offense. In the following year teams began to

change to the triple option offense. In each year between

1968 and 1975, there was an increase in the number of teams

that used the triple option offense and a comparable de-

crease in the number of teams using a non-triple option

offense. In 1975, 103 of the teams surveyed were using a

triple option type offense. Over this eight year period 109

teams changed from a non-triple option to a triple option

offense. Seventeen teams changed from a triple option to a

non-triple option offense.

23
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TABLE I

NUMBER OF TEAMS USING TRIPLE OPTION OR NON-
TRIPLE OPTION OFFENSES FROM

1968 THROUGH 1975

Year Triple Option Offense Non-triple Option Offense

1968 11 120

1969 27 108

1970 46 91

1971 66 79

1972 74 73

1973 81 73

1974 92 66

1975 103 55

In Table II the difference is shown in won-loss records

between teams that used a triple option and teams that used

a non-triple option type of fense in each year between

1968 - 1975.

Table II indicates that in five of the eight years from

1968 - 1975, non-triple option teams had a larger mean

number of wins. However, in none of the five years was the

difference in the mean number of wins of triple option and

non-triple option teams significant at the .05 level of
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confidence. Similarly, in the three years that triple

option teams had a larger mean number of wins, the dif-

ference was not significant at the .05 level of confidence.

Table III includes the difference between the mean

number of wins of teams that used a non-triple option of fense

in 1968 and the mean number of wins of those teams in 1969

after changing to a triple option formation. Sixteen teams

changed from a non-triple option to a triple option offense

from 1968 - 1969.

TABLE III

WINNING RECORDS OF TEAMS USING NON-TRIPLE OPTION FORMATIONS
IN 1968 AND TRIPLE OPTION FORMATIONS IN 1969

Type of* Year No. of M. No. of S.D. S.E. of Num. Diff. t
Form. Teams Wins M. in M.

N.T.O. 1968 16 6.12 1.92 .48
.31 .454

T.O. 1969 16 6.43 1.96 .49

* "Type of Form. "--Type of Formation, "No. of Teams"-- Nu1ber of
Teams, "M. No. of Wins"--Mean Nunber of Wins, "S.D."--Standard Deviation,
"S.E. of M."--Standard Error of Mean, "Nun. Diff. in M."--Nunerical Dif-
ference in Mean. "N.T.O"-Non-Triple Option , "T.O. "--Triple Option.

A t of 2.13 is required to denote significance at the .05 level.
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The sixteen teams that changed from a non-triple option

offense in 1968 to a triple option offense in 1969 had a

larger mean number of wins in 1969 as triple option teams,

but this difference was not significant at the .05 level of

confidence.

In Table IV the difference is shown in the won-loss

records between those teams that used a non-triple option

offense in 1969 and a triple option offense in 1970. Twenty

teams changed from a non-triple option formation to a triple

option formation from 1969 to 1970.

TABLE IV

WINNING RECORDS OF TEAMS USING NON-TRIPLE OPTION FORMATIONS
IN 1969 AND TRIPLE OPTION FORMATIONS IN 1970

Type of* Year No. of M. No. of S.D. S.E. of Nu. Diff. t
Form. Teams Wins M. in M.

N.T.O. 1969 20 5.80 3.20 .715
.05 .054

T.O. 1970 20 5.75 2.61 .583

* "Type of Form."--Type of Fonnation, "No. of Teams"-Number of
Teams, "M. No. of Wins"--Mean Number of Wins, "S.D."--Standard Deviation,
"S.E. of M. "--Standard Error of Mean, "Nun. Diff. in M. "--Nurierical Dif-
ference in Mean. "N.T.O."--Non-Triple Cption, "T.O."-Triple Option.

A t of 2.09 is required to denote significance at the .05 level.
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The twenty teams that changed from a non-triple option

offense in 1969 to a triple option offense in 1970 had a

difference in their mean number of wins favoring non-triple

option teams. This difference, however, was not significant

at the .05 level of confidence.

In Table V the difference is shown in wins between

those teams that used a non-triple option offense in 1970

and a triple option offense in 1971. Twenty teams changed

from a non-triple option offense in 1970 to a triple option

offense in 1971.

TABLE V

WINNING RECORDS OF TEAMS USING NON-TRIPLE OPTION FORMATIONS
IN 1970 AND TRIPLE OPTION FORMATIONS IN 1971

Type of* Year No. of M. No. of S.D. S.E. of Num. Diff. t
Form. Teams Wins M. in M.

N.T.O. 1970 20 6.0 2.38 .532
0.0 0.0

T.O. 1971 20 6.0 3.64 .814

* "Type of Form."--Type of Fonation, "No. of Teams"--Number of
Teams, "M. No. of Wins"--Mean Number of Wins, "S.D."--Standard Deviation,
"S.E. of M."--Standard Error of Mean, "Num. Diff. in M."--Numerical Dif-
ference in Mean. "N.T.O."-Non-Triple Option, "T.O."--Triple Option.

A t of 2.09 is required to denote significance at the .05 level.
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The twenty teams that changed from a non-triple option

offense in 1970 to a triple option offense in 1971 had the

same mean number of wins in each year using the respective

offenses.

Table VI includes the difference in wins between those

teams that used a non-triple option offense in 1971 and a

triple option offense in 1972. Fourteen teams changed from

a non-triple option offense in 1971 to a triple option

offense in 1972.

TABLE VI

WINNING RECORDS OF TEAMS USING NON-TRIPLE OPTION FORMATIONS
IN 1971 AND TRIPLE OPTION FORMATIONS IN 1972

Type of* Year No. of M. No. of S.D. S.E. of Nun. Diff. t
Form. Teams Wins M. in M.

N.T.O. 1971 14 5.92 2.81 .751
___ __ _ ___ __ _ __ ___ __ __ __.28 .229

T.O. 1972 14 5.64 2.20 .588

* "Type of Form."-Type of Formation, "No. of Teams"--Nurber of
Teams, "M. No. of Wins"-Mean Number of Wins, "S.D."-Standard Deviation,
"S.E. of M."--Standard Error of Mean, "Num. Diff. in M."-Numerical Dif-
ference in Mean. "N.T.O."--Non-Triple Option, "T.O."-Triple Option.

A t of 2.16 is required to denote significance at the .05 level.
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The fourteen teams that changed from a non-triple

option offense in 1971 to a triple option offense in 1972

had a difference in the mean number of wins favoring non-

triple option teams. This difference was not significant at

the .05 level of confidence.

Table VII reveals the difference between those teams

that used a non-triple option offense in 1972 and a triple

option offense in 1973. Ten teams changed from a non-triple

option offense in 1972 to a triple option offense in 1973.

TABLE VII

WINNING RECORDS OF TEAMS USING NON-TRIPLE OPTION FORMATIONS
IN 1972 AND TRIPLE OPTION FORMATIONS IN 1973

Type of* Year No. of M. No. of S.D. S.E. of Nun. Diff. t
Form. Teams Wins M. in M.

N.T.O. 1972 10 5.5 1.77 .560
1.4 1.61

T.O. 1973 10 6.9 2.07 .655

* "Type of Fonn."--Type of Formation, "No. of Teams"-Number of
Teams, "M. No. of Wins"--Mean Number of Wins, "S.D. "-Standard Deviation,
"S.E. of M."--Standard Error of Mean, "Num. Diff. in M."--Numerical Dif-
ference in Mean. "N.T.O."-Non-Triple Option, "T.O. "-Triple Option.

A t of 2.26 is required to denote significance at the .05 level.
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The ten teams that changed from a non-triple option

offense in 1972 to a triple option offense in 1973 had a

difference in their mean number of wins favoring triple

option teams. This. difference was not significant at the

.05 level of confidence.

In Table VIII the difference is shown between those

teams that used a non-triple option offense in 1973 and a

triple option offense in 1974. Sixteen teams changed from a

non-triple option offense in 1973 to a triple option offense

in 1974.

TABLE VIII

WINNING RECORDS OF TEAMS USING NON-TRIPLE OPTION FORMATIONS
IN 1973 AND TRIPLE OPTION FORMATIONS IN 1974

Type of* Year No. of M. No. of S.D. S.E. of Nu. Diff. t
Form. Teams Wins M. in M.

N.T.O. 1973 16 5.37 2.18 .545
1.12 1.42

T.O. 1974 16 4.25 2.26 .565

* "Type of Form. "-Type of Formation, "No. of Teams"--Number of

Teams, "M. No. of Wins"--Mean Number of Wins, "S.D."--Standard Deviation,
"S.E. of M."--Standard Error of Mean, "Nun. Diff. in M."--Numerical Dif-
ference in Mean. "N.T.O."-Non-Triple Option, "T.O."-Triple Option.

A t of 2.13 is required to denote significance at the .05 level.
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The sixteen teams that changed from a non-triple option

offense in 1973 to a triple option offense in 1974 had a

difference in their mean number of wins favoring non-triple

option teams. This difference was not significant at the

.05 level of confidence.

Table IX presents the difference between those teams

that used a non-triple option offense in 1974 and a triple

option offense in 1975. Thirteen teams changed from a non-

triple option offense in 1974 to a triple option offense in

1975.

TABLE IX

WINNING RECORDS OF TEAMS USING NON-TRIPLE OPTION FORMATIONS
IN 1974 AND TRIPLE OPTION FORMATIONS IN 1975

Type of* Year No. of M. No. of S.D. S.E. of Num. Diff. t
Form. Teams Wins M. in M.

N.T.O. 1974 13 4.30 2.59 .719
.61 .641

T.O. 1975 13 3.69 2.28 .633

* "Type of Form."--Type of Formation, "No. of Teams"-Number of

Teams, "M. No. of Wins"-Mean Number of Wins, "S.D. "--Standard Deviation,
"S.E. of M."--Standard Error of Mean, "Num. Diff. in M."-Numerical Dif-
ference in Mean. "N.T.O."--Non-Triple Cption, "T.O."-Triple Option.

A t of 2.18 is required to denote significance at the .05 level.
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The thirteen teams that changed from a non-triple

option offense in 1974 to a triple option offense in 1975

had a difference in their mean number of wins favoring non-

triple option teams. This difference was not significant at

the .05 level of confidence.

In Table X the difference in victories between all

teams that changed from a non-triple option offense to a

triple option offense is shown for all years 1966 - 1975.

Their mean number of wins for all years as a non-triple

option team is compared to their mean number of wins for all

years as a triple option team.

TABLE X

DIFFERENCE IN WINNING RECORDS OF ALL TEAMS THAT CHANGED
FROM A NON-TRIPLE OPTION FORMATION TO A TRIPLE

OPTION FORMATION CUMULATIVELY FOR
THE YEARS 1968 TO 1975

Type of* Years No. of M. No. of S.D. S.E. of Nun. Diff. t
Form. Teams Wins M. in M.

1968-
N.T.O. 1975 109 5.9 2.81 .270

.1 .041

1968-
T.O. 1975 109 6.0 2.48 .238

* "Type of Form."--Type of Formation, "No. of Teams"--Nuiber of
Teams, "M. No. of Wins"--Mean Number of Wins, "S.D. "--Standard Deviation,
"S.E. of M."--Standard Error of Mean, "Num. Diff. in M."-Numerical Dif-
ference in Mean. "N.T.O."--Non-Triple Cption, "T.O."-Triple Option.

A t of 1.97 is required to denote significance at the .05 level.
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Table X indicates that overall teams that changed from

a non-triple option formation to a triple option formation

improved their number of wins slightly. The amount of

improvement, however, failed to reach the significance at

the .05 level of confidence.

In Table XI a comparison is made of the summation of

wins of non-triple option teams to the summation of wins for

triple option teams for all years from 1968 - 1975.

TABLE XI

SUM OF WINS OF NON-TRIPLE OPTION TEAMS AS COMPARED TO
THE SUM OF WINS OF TRIPLE OPTION TEAMS

FROM 1968 TO 1975

Type of* Years No. of M. No. of S.D. S.E. of Num. Diff. tForm. Teams Wins M. in M.

1968-
N.T.O. 1975 665 6.14 2.82 .109

.17 1.05
1968-

T.O. 1975 500 5.97 2.51 .112

* "Type of Form. "--Type of Formation, "No. of Teams"-Number of
Teams, "M. No. of Wins"-Mean Number of Wins, "S.D."--Standard Deviation,
"S.E. of M. "-Standard Error of Mean, "Numn. Diff. in M. "--Numerical Dif-
ference in Mean. "N.T.O. "--Non-Triple Option, "T.O. "--Triple Option.

A t of 1.96 is required to denote significance at the .05 level.
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A summation of wins for non-triple option and triple

option formations for the years 1968 - 1975 indicated that

non-triple option formations had a larger mean number of

wins. However, this difference is not large enough to be

significant at the .05 level.

Discussion of the Findings

In comparing data computed on non-triple option and

triple option formations, it was revealed that there was no

significant difference in the number of wins in any year.

In first computing the number of teams that used a non-

triple option and triple option offense, a definite trend to

change from a non-triple option formation to a triple option

formation could be seen. In the first year surveyed, 1968,

there were eleven teams using the triple option. From this

time through 1975, there was a steady increase in the number

of teams that used the triple option. The largest increase

occurred in 1969 - 1970 and 1970 - 1971 when twenty teams

changed from non-triple option to triple option in each

year. The smallest conversion occurred from 1972 to 1973

when ten teams changed from a non-triple option to a triple

option formation.

A year by year comparison was made next of the mean

number of wins of non-triple option and triple option teams.

In none of the eight years was there a significant differ-

ence in the mean number of wins between non-triple option
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and triple option teams. However, in five of the eight

years, non-triple option teams had a larger mean number of

wins. The largest difference favoring non-triple option

teams occurred in 1968 with the difference of .99 mean

number of wins. The largest difference favoring triple

option teams occurred in 1973 with the difference of .57

mean number of wins. The largest mean number of wins of

non-triple option teams occurred in 1972 with a mean of 6.62

wins. The largest mean number of wins of triple option

teams occurred in 1972 with a mean of 6.21 wins. The smallest

mean number of wins of non-triple option teams occurred in

1973 with a mean of 5.45 wins. The smallest mean number of

wins of triple option teams occurred in 1968 with a mean of

5.63 wins.

To accept or reject Hypothesis Number One that the

number of wins of non-triple option and triple option teams

was equal, a compilation was made of all teams to compare

the difference in the mean number of wins of non-triple

option and triple option teams. A difference in the means

of .17 existed favoring non-triple option teams. This

resulted in a t value of 1.05 where a value of 1.96 is

needed to denote significance. Therefore, Hypothesis Number

One was accepted: there was no significant difference in

the number of wins of non-triple option and triple option

teams.
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The teams that changed from a non-triple option formation

to a triple option formation were compared by their mean

number of wins in their last year as a non-triple option

team, and their mean number of wins in their first year as a

triple option team. In none of the years was the difference

between the mean number of wins of triple option and non-

triple option teams significant at the .05 level of confi-

dence. However, in four of the seven years the difference

in the mean number of wins favored non-triple option teams.

In two years the difference favored triple option teams and

in one year, 1970 - 1971, the mean number of wins was equal.

The greatest difference favoring non-triple option teams

occurred in 1973 - 1974 with a difference in the mean number

of wins of 1.12. The greatest difference favoring triple

option teams occurred in 1972 - 1973 with a difference in

the mean number of wins of 1.4.

A cumulative chart for all 109 teams that changed from

a non-triple option formation to a triple option formation

from 1968 - 1975 revealed a difference in the mean number of

wins favoring triple option teams. This difference was not

significant at the .05 level of confidence. With this

result, Hypothesis Number Two: teams that changed from a

non-triple option formation to a triple option formation

would not experience a significant change in number of wins

was accepted.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter presents a summary of the problem and

analysis of the results and conclusions based upon the

results of the study along with recommendations for further

study.

Summary

This study was designed to survey the 239 Class AAAA

High Schools in Texas from 1968 to 1975. The purpose of the

study was to determine the number of high school football

teams that changed from a non-triple option to a triple

option type offensive formation and also determine the

difference in the number of wins of non-triple option and

triple option teams.

Data for determining whether or not significant dif-

ferences existed between the mean number of wins of non-

triple option and triple option teams were obtained from an

information sheet mailed to these schools. Computation of

data revealed that in 1968 most teams used a non-triple

option formation, but there was a steady trend from 1968 to

1975 to change to a triple option formation. Also in no

year was there a significant difference in the number of

wins of non-triple option and triple option teams. However,

38
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in five of the eight years from 1968 to 1975, non-triple

option teams had a larger number of wins. Also, cumula-

tively over all eight years non-triple option teams had a

greater number of wins, but the difference was not siginif-

icant at the .05 level of confidence. It must be observed

here that the 158 information sheets that were returned were

most likely from teams that had fared well during this time

period. Teams that had fewer numbers of wins were possibly

more reluctant to return information sheets.

Results of this Study

1. In 1968 most Class AAAA Texas High School football

teams under investigation were employing a non-triple option

type offensive formation.

2. From 1968 to 1975 there was a trend in the Class

AAAA Texas High Schools under investigation to change from a

non-triple option to a triple option offensive football

formation.

3. In any year from 1968 to 1975 there was no signif-

icant difference in the number of wins of non-triple option

and triple option offensive football formations in Texas

Class AAAA High Schools under investigation.

4. In any consecutive year from 1968 to 1975 Class

AAAA Texas High Schools under investigation that changed

from a non-triple option offense to a triple option offense

did not alter their number of wins significantly.
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5. In a summation of wins over the years 1968 to 1975,

Texas Class AAAA High Schools under investigation that

changed from a non-triple option to a triple option form-

ation revealed no significant difference in number of wins.

6. Cumulatively in the years 1968 to 1975 Texas Class

AAAA High Schools under investigation that used a non-triple

option formation had a larger number of wins than schools

that used a triple option formation.

Conclusion

The type of offensive football formation, at least as

far as non-triple option and triple option is concerned,

does not significantly affect the prospects of winning or

losing games.

Recommendations

1. It is recommended that a similar study be conducted

using a larger random sample of all Texas high schools.

2. It is recommended that a study be conducted cor-

relating other factors such as size and speed to the number

of wins a football team achieves.
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Cover Letter

Dear Coach:

A survey is being conducted on the Class AAAA High School football

teams in Texas. The purpose of this study is to determine if there has

been a trend in the Class AAAA High Schools to change fran a non-triple

type offensive formation to a triple option type formation and also

determine which type formation was the most successful in terms of

number of wins in the years 1968 to 1975. All two hundred and thirty-

nine Class AAAA High Schools in Texas are being surveyed and your co-

operation is greatly needed. All schools and coaches will remain

anonymous, but a copy of the results will be mailed to you if you wish.

Please check the appropriate blanks on the following page and return in

the self-addressed stamped envelope by March 1.- This study is being

conducted as a Master' s Thesis at North Texas State University. Thank

you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Don Poteet
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Information Sheet

The purpose of this study is to determine if there has been a trend

in the Class AAAA High Schools to change fran a non-triple option type

offensive formation to a triple option type formation and also determine

which type formation was the most successful in terms of number of wins

frame 1968 to 1975.

Directions: Place an x in the appropriate blank to indicate the type

of offensive formation used for each year and write in the corresponding

blanks the won-loss record for that year. If information is unavailable

for a particular year, please refer to personnel in the school system

who would be familiar with that year. If information for a particular

year is unattainable, fill in all information known and return. If

results are desired, please check the appropriate blank at the bottom of

page.

Year Triple optionn Non-Triple option Number of Number of For Office
Formation Formation Wins Losses Use

1-3

4-27

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

NAME OF SCHOOL

send results do not send results

A Al
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